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Reading and activity ideas for your Chatterbooks group 

    

Chocolates, sweets, and other treats! 

About this pack 

This Chatterbooks activity pack celebrates the 50th birthday of Roald Dahl’s book Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory which was first published in 1964. 

Here is a pack inspired by chocolate, and other favourite foods - with lots of luscious activities for 
your groups, tasty things to talk about, and delicious reads. 

And of course in September there’s also the celebration of Roald Dahl’s own birthday, on 13th 
September - the official Roald Dahl Day.  Have a look at what’s happening this year!   

This Chatterbooks pack is brought to you by The Reading Agency and Children’s Reading Partners. 

  
Chatterbooks is a reading group programme for children aged 4 to 14 years. It is coordinated by 
The Reading Agency and its patron is author Dame Jacqueline Wilson. Chatterbooks groups run in 
libraries and schools, supporting and inspiring children’s literacy development by encouraging them 
to have a really good time reading and talking about books. 

The Reading Agency is an independent charity working to inspire more people to read more 
through programmes for adults, young people and Children – including the Summer Reading 
Challenge, and Chatterbooks. See www.readingagency.org.uk  

Children’s Reading Partners is a national partnership of children’s publishers and libraries working 
together to bring reading promotions and author events to as many children and young people as 
possible. 

 

Contents 
3  Charlie and the Chocolate Factory – the book 
4  Ideas for your sessions – Warm up 
6  Ideas for your sessions – Things to talk about 
8  Ideas for your sessions – Activity ideas 
12  Delicious books to read 
18  More sweet reading 
 
 
For help in planning your Chatterbooks meeting, have a look at these 
Top Tips for a Successful Session 

 

 
 
 
 

http://www.roalddahl.com/create-and-learn/join-in/roald-dahl-day
http://www.readinggroups.org/chatterbooks
http://www.readingagency.org.uk/
http://readingagency.org.uk/resources/Chatterbooks%20-%20Basic%20Tips%20for%20Sessions.pdf
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The book….. 
 
 

Roald Dahl   Charlie and the Chocolate Factory  Puffin  
978-0141346458 
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory is an incredible 50 years old! To 
celebrate, this paperback edition has a special 'double' golden ticket 
cover design. 

Charlie Bucket longs to have a specially conducted tour of Wonka's 
enormous chocolate factory. The Golden Ticket allows Charlie to fulfil his 
wish, and he finds himself in a 'world of mystic and marvellous surprises'. 

But there are dangers in store as well as the mesmerizing delights of Eatable Marshmallow Pillows 
and Lickable Wallpaper, especially for such unlovable characters as Veruca Salt, who disappears 
down the Great Rubbish Chute, or Augustus Gloop who falls into a river of hot melted chocolate...   
 

Roald Dahl, a much-loved children's writer, was born in Wales of Norwegian parents. He died in 
1990 and his books continue to be bestsellers, with total sales over 100 million worldwide! 

  
Quentin Blake is a much-loved children's illustrator and it's impossible now to think of Roald Dahl's 
writings without imagining Quentin Blake's illustrations. 

…a previously unpublished chapter  The Vanilla Fudge Room  

…and the recipes! 
 

Roald Dahl/Quentin Blake  Revolting Recipes  
Red Fox   978-0099724216   
From Willy Wonka's Nutty Crunch Surprise to the mound of mysterious 
spare ribs consumed by Hansel and Gretel in Rhyme Stew food has always 
been an essential ingredient in Roald Dahl's writing for children.  

Now there's a unique cook book which Dahl fans will devour. His wife, 
Felicity Dahl, has created a practical guide to making some of the 
scrumptious and wonderfully disgusting dishes which appear in Roald 

Dahl's books. In Roald Dahl’s Revolting Recipes there's something intriguing for every occasion, 
from a simple lunch to a birthday feast.  
 

Everyone will relish cooking and eating these amazing recipes whether it be Stink Bugs' Eggs, The 
Enormous Crocodile or Bruce Bogtrotter's sensational chocolate cake! 

 

 
For more delectable reading ideas see page 12 in this pack. 
 

http://www.theguardian.com/books/2014/aug/30/roald-dahl-extract-unpublished-chapter-charlie-and-the-chocolate-factory
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Ideas for your Chatterbooks sessions 
 
Warm up    (*Starred books are in the book lists below) 

 
Favourite things about food 
With flip chart, big sheets of paper – talk about and make lists of these favourite 
things about food: 

 “Food tastes so much better out of doors!”  This is what the children in Enid 
Blyton’s stories often say.  Do you agree?  Where are your favourite places to 
eat food? 

 What are your favourite kinds of meals? – eg. party; family meals; breakfast 

 Make lists of sweets, cakes, puddings, drinks – then vote for your favourite in 
each list. 

 What are your favourite sandwich fillings? – eg. cheese and jam; peanut 
butter and banana.  Have a look at the poem The Sandwich in the book Twinkle 
Twinkle Chocolate Bar* 

 All through the book The Woebegone Twins* food and drink is offered to cheer 
people up – eg. pistachio nougat, cocoa, peppermint cordial.  What food or 
drink cheers you up or comforts you? 

 
Sweet reading! 
Get everyone to describe themselves and their reading in terms of their favourite 
sweets – or other food!   E.g.:  

 My reading is like Maltesers – I let them melt in my mouth and savour it! 

 Smarties – quick reads - crunchy, tasty; fudge – slow melting, long and 
thoughtful. 

 My reading is like Pringles: once I start I can’t stop 
 
Words about cooking and eating 
In Florentine & Pig Have a Very Lovely Picnic* there are lots of cooking and eating 
words – eg. ‘chopped and chunked…’; ‘slurped and sloshed…’ 
Make lists of more words you can use to describe cooking and eating. 
 
Scrambled eggs ! 
Unscramble these to find some things to eat. 
GESG   PASPEL  HEECES  OCTACHOLE 
 
STAGEPHIT  SMIFFUN  UCKSCAPE  DRABE 
 
SISTUBIC  RACEMICE  EMOTOAST  ZAPZI  
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What’s your favourite food, Mr Wolf? 
In The Wickedest Witch in the World* Old Maggit’s favourite food is crispy spiders… 
Match these storybook characters with their favourite food or drink! 
Goldilocks   Paddington Bear   Mr Wolf 
Wimpy Kid   The Queen of Hearts  Augustus Gloop 
Winnie the Pooh  The Tiger (who came to tea)  Peter Rabbit     
 

FOOD STORYBOOK CHARACTER………………………………. 

 
Lettuce 

 

 

 

 
Burger 

 

 
Tarts 

 

 
Chocolate 

 

 
Porridge 

 

 
Little pig! 

 

 
Marmalade 

 

 
All the water in the tap… 
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Things to talk about 
 
Cheesemares! 
In Cheesemares* Hal gets nightmares if he eats cheese before going to bed. 
Are there any foods which disagree with you if you eat them at bedtime? Or keep 
you awake? 
Is there any food or drink which helps you to have a good night’s sleep? 
 
‘His supper was waiting for him and it was still hot.’ 
This is the last sentence of the book Where the Wild Things Are.  Stories quite often 
end with everyone having a meal, especially picture book stories.  Why is this do you 
think?  Can you find some more examples of story book meals? 

 
If you had your own sweet shop… 
…what would it look like, and what would you call it? 
Or your own café or restaurant?  In Madame Pamplemousse* the restaurant is called 
‘The Squealing Pig’! 
 

 

                                   
 
 

 
 ‘Blood Chocolate’ 
This is the title of one of the chapters in This Book is Not Good for You* where the 
main characters Cass and Max-Ernest give a presentation on the chocolate trade, 
saying that almost half the chocolate bought is made with child labour - ‘blood 
chocolate’. To be sure that the chocolate you eat is not produced by child labour, the 
author Pseudonymous Bosch urges us to look for a ‘Fair Trade’ label. 
Find out more about this  - Sally Grindley in Bitter Chocolate powerfully describes 
what can happen to children forced to work on cocoa plantations. 
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Chocolate factories 
Here are the descriptions of the chocolate factories in Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory* and in This Book is Not Good for You*. 
 
Compare the two factories – what are their differences and similarities?  
 
“An important room, this!” cried Mr. Wonka, taking a bunch of keys from his pocket and slipping 
one into the keyhole of the door. “This is the nerve centre of the whole factory, the heart of the 
whole business! …They were looking down upon a lovely valley. There were green meadows on 
either side of the valley, and along the bottom of it there flowed a great brown river.     What is 
more, there was a tremendous waterfall halfway along the river – a steep cliff over which the water 
curled and rolled in a solid sheet, and then went crashing down into a boiling churning whirlpool of 
froth and spray.  
Below the waterfall (and this was the most astonishing sight of all), a whole mass of enormous glass 
pipes were dangling down into the river from somewhere high up in the ceiling! They really were 
enormous, those pipes. There must have been a dozen of them at least, and they were sucking up 
the brownish muddy water from the river and carrying it away to goodness knows where. And 
because they were made of glass, you could see the liquid flowing and bubbling along inside them, 
and above the noise of the waterfall, you could hear the never-ending suck-suck-sucking sound of 
the pipes as they did their work… 
…“There!” cried Mr. Wonka, dancing up and down and pointing his gold-tipped cane at the great 
brown river. “It’s all chocolate! Every drop of that river is hot melted chocolate of the finest quality. 
The very finest quality. There’s enough chocolate in there to fill every bathtub in the entire country! 
And all the swimming pools as well! Isn’t it terrific? And just look at my pipes! They suck up the 
chocolate and carry it away to all the other rooms in the factory where it is needed!...The waterfall 
is most important! It mixes the chocolate! It churns it up! It pounds it and beats it! It makes it light 
and frothy! No other factory in the world mixes its chocolate by waterfall! But it's the only way to do 
it properly! The only way!"    

From Charlie and the Chocolate Factory/Roald Dahl 

 
They found themselves tiptoeing into a long, curving hallway that seemed to circle the Pavilion’s 
central room.   
The outer side of the hallway was a curving glass wall overlooking a seemingly endless conveyor 
belt: a chocolate factory spread out in a line. At the starting point, a pale gooey substance (cocoa 
butter, although they had no way of knowing it) poured in swirling ribbons into vats of chocolate 
sludge. Then various machines kneaded and stirred, mixed and moulded, dipped and dropped, 
dusted and sprinkled. There were no human hands in sight… 
…As they watched, chocolates of all shapes and sizes and even colours passed by. 
In addition to the traditional chocolate valentines and easter bunnies, there was a chocolate zoo 
filed with tiger-shaped truffles, baboon bonbons, camel caramels and kangaroo chews. A frosted 
volcano erupting with molten white chocolate. A dark chocolate lake spanned by a spun-sugar 
bridge.  
    
From This Book is Not Good for You/Pseudonymous Bosch 
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Activity ideas 
 

Design a cover for Charlie and the Chocolate Factory   
Have a look at some of the covers which have been used for this book since it was 
first published.   
(With older group members you could also look at the very latest design - the last of 
these images). 
 
When you look at each cover what does it make you think the book is about?  
Which cover do you like best? 
 

    
         
 
 

                        
 
 

And then have a go at designing your own cover – NB. think about what you would 
put on the cover to get people intersted and wanting to read the book. 

 
Make a ‘How To…’ video 
In Cupcake Wedding* Holly makes a video showing how to make cupcakes.  
Get your group, in pairs or small groups, to script and film a short ‘How to’ video – 
on any subject you choose – eg. how to make a paper boat, how to find a particular 
book in the library! 
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Fantastic flavours! 
There are some great sweets in the Harry Potter books, including Bertie Bott’s Every-
Flavour Beans, which are indeed every flavour, from peppermint to toast to spinach 
and liver. 
There are no sweets quite so fantastic! - But you could have a fun activity identifying 
the flavours of real-life jelly beans – and invent some new flavours, tasty and not so 
tasty! 
(With thanks to Greenwich Chatterbooks for this idea)   
 
Healthy eating 
It’s great to have treats like chocolate and cakes but we need to think about eating to 
keep healthy, and to look after our teeth. 
In The Princess and the Peas*, Belle and Boo*, I’ll Never Not Eat a Tomato*, and 
Florentine and Pig*, there are ideas for delicious fruit and vegetable things to eat. 
In pairs or small groups plan your menu for a ‘very lovely picnic’! 
 

                                         A Very Lovely Picnic MENU 
SAVOURY SNACKS 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

A SWEET TREAT 
 
 
 

SOMETHING TO DRINK 
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Create your Chatterbooks group recipe book! 
Talk about your favourite things to eat – collect a list of them all on a flip chart sheet 
and decide which ones are going into your group’s recipe book with details of how to 
make them. 
Decide who is going to write up which recipe/s and then get everyone to check out all 
the details they need – eg. from cookery books, the internet, and, best of all, from 
family members! 
Use the template below for each recipe. Add in illustrations – these could be 
drawings, or maybe pictures cut from magazine.  In the top space put the name of 
each dish or sweet treat.  Then collect all the recipe sheets in a scrapbook or a loose-
leaf folder – write an introduction to the book and give it a good bright cover! 
 
                                                    CHATTERBOOKS RECIPE 

                  
Oven temperature 
Cooking time 

Ingredients 
 
 
 
 

Preparation method 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Serving suggestions 
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Picture book end-papers 
 
Look at and talk about the endpapers in picture books –  see Freddy 
and the Pig*and Cheesemares*.  
 
Create an endpaper design with cakes, sweets or other food as the 
main motif. 
 
 

 
 
Food and festivals around the world 
Around the world we often have special food for special times of the year, such as 
festivals – think of Christmas, Diwali, Hanukkah, Hallowe’en! 
Collect together all the special times you can think of – you can list them in the 
template below and then find out and fill in details of the food enjoyed for each. 
 

SPECIAL FOOD FOR SPECIAL TIMES  

Special time; festival Special food to celebrate 
Christmas Christmas cake; mince pies etc 

  
  

  
  

  

  

  

  
  

  

  
  

 
 
 
Amazing Esme and the Sweetshop Circus*   
Linked to this book there are some activity sheets which you can download and at 
the back of the book are some more activity ideas. 
 
 

https://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/Downloads/HodderChildrensBooks/amazing_esme_activity_sheets.page
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Sweet poetry 1:  Michael Rosen’s Chocolate Cake  
…from Quick Let’s Get Out of Here*– read it, act it out to each other!    
Here’s a video of Michael performing the poem:  
 
Sweet poetry 2: Putting Humpty together again… 
Humpty Dumpty 
Sat on a wall, 
Eating a big 
Ice-cream. 
He dropped a blob 
Down Mary’s back, 
And she began 
To scream. 
 
This is a rewrite of the nursery rhyme Humpty Dumpty (from Twinkle Twinkle 
Chocolate Bar*) – have a go at making up your own food version of this – or re-write 
another nursery rhyme! 
 
 
The chocolate touch 
In the book The Chocolate Touch* everything that John touches turns to chocolate – 
which isn’t as much fun as he thought it would be! 
What Greek legend inspires this book? 
Imagine you have the ‘chocolate touch’.  Write a short story (1 page) describing what 
it’s like – where do you go? What do you touch? What happens then? 
 
 

                                                    
 
 
 
 

http://www.michaelrosen.co.uk/myfamily_cake.html
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Delicious books to read! 
Picture books 

Caryl Hart/Sarah Warburton   The Princess and the Peas  
Nosy Crow  978-0857631084 
Lily-Rose May will not eat her peas. Even when her father turns them into 
the most fabulous smoothies, shakes or cupcakes, Luckily, the doctor 
knows exactly what to do. He diagnoses an incurable case of Princess-itus 
and sends Lily to live at the palace - where the perfect food for a princess is 
...well ...that would be telling! 
A taste…He laid the food out in a beautiful feast, 

Feeling sure Lily-Rose would eat ONE pea at, least 
Caryl Hart is a full time children's writer, and also runs creative workshops with local schools. Her 
first picture book, Don't Dip Your Chips in Your Drink, Kate! won two regional awards, and is 
shortlisted for a third. She lives in the Peak District.   QR code in book 
 
 

Eva Katzler/Jess Mikhail   Florentine & Pig Have a Very 
Lovely Picnic Bloomsbury  978-1408824375   
Florentine and Pig are going to celebrate a lovely sunny day by having a 
picnic. Florentine comes up with a delicious menu, including treats like 
apple and carrot muffins – but Pig has eaten all the apples! Then he spots 
three perfect apples at the top of a tree …  A near disaster is averted, and 
they get to work making a very lovely picnic indeed. Families can join in the 
cooking fun by following the recipes at the back of the book.   

A taste… She heard rustling and bustling as Pig bravely bashed the big leaves out of his way with 

his wooden spoon. She heard bumping and thumping as the tree branches banged against the 

bowl on Pig’s head. 
Eva Katzler is a singer-songwriter who has devised the delightful partnership of Florentine and Pig 
as a way of encouraging children (and adults!) to rediscover the joys of making things together.  
Jess Mikhail graduated from Loughborough University in 2002 and has illustrated books for well-
known authors such as Giles Andreae, Julia Donaldson and Jeanne Willis.  
See www.florentineandpig.com  
 

 

David Lucas     Cake Girl      Andersen   978-1842709412 
In this magical fairy tale, the Witch is alone AGAIN on her birthday, so she 
bakes a Cake Girl to sing, dance, and do all the housework for her. The 
Witch tells Cake Girl she is going to EAT her, but clever Cake Girl turns the 
tables on her captor and shows her instead how it is possible and fun to be 
a nice person. The finale is a cornucopia of magic tricks and laughter, and 
is the best birthday either of them has ever had. 
A taste…  ‘And perhaps…’ said Cake Girl, a little nervously, ‘you don’t have 

to eat me?’  ‘Hmmm…’ said the Witch. ‘Difficult. You do look delicious.’  
David Lucas's books have been praised by critics - both Halibut Jackson and The Lying Carpet have 
been hailed as 'classics'. Simple, warm-hearted fairy tales, they have a timeless appeal for adults 
and children alike.  Here are some Cake Girl activity sheets to download.   

http://www.florentineandpig.com/
http://www.andersenpress.co.uk/free-resources
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Mairie McKinnon/Elena Temporin   
The Gingerbread Man  Usborne   978-0746073360 
When the Gingerbread Man runs away from the old lady’s oven, the 
whole village is soon chasing after him. Simply written in lively, flowing 
text Usborne First Reading books are designed to capture the imagination 
and build the confidence of beginner readers. This book includes links to 
downloadable worksheets and teacher’s notes. 
A taste… He raced past a horse and a cow, grazing in the meadow. 

‘Mmm, you look delicious,’ neighed the horse. ‘Come here, little man,’ mooed the cow. 
 
Elena Temporin is a graduate of the European Institute of Design in Milan, where she lives and 
works. She has illustrated a number of titles for Usborne Books. 
 

 
 

Mandy Sutcliffe   Belle & Boo and the Lovely Scrummy Day   
Orchard   978-1408320891    
Follow their adventures of Belle and Boo, a bob-haired little girl and her 
bunny friend. Boo is hungry, but he only wants to eat cake. That is until Belle 
finds a clever way to convince him that fruit and vegetables are just as tasty, 
and can be a lot more fun. A delightful tale with vintage-inspired illustrations– 
and the easy-to-follow recipe for Grandbunny's Spiced Biscuits is just right for 

making with young children. 
A taste… Back in the kitchen they put all the vegetables in a lovely big pot of soup. Belle stuffed the 
apples with plums and blackberries and sparkling brown sugar. 
Mandy Sutcliffe lives in Bristol. She studied illustration at Leeds University, spending part of her 
degree course based in Paris. Here she first heard the name 'Belle' and began to develop the little 
girl character who would go on to star in her stories. Belle and Boo is a now successful international 
lifestyle brand with many different product ranges. 

 

Some non-fiction titles 

Katie Daynes The Story of Chocolate    Usborne     
978-0746080542 
 
 
 

 
Anita Ganeri   Chocolate: from Bean to Bar   Collins  978-
0007465330 
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Sarah Ridley  How It’s Made: a Chocolate Bar  Franklin Watts  
978-0749689612 
 
 

 
Abigail Wheatley   Children’s Book of Baking Cakes  Usborne  
978-1409523369 
 
 
 

 
 

Fiction 
 

Pseudonymous Bosch   This Book is Not Good for You 
Usborne  978-1409583844   For 8+ 

Cass, Max-Ernest and Yo-Yoji, members of the top-secret Terces Society, 
are on a mission to track down a cursed Aztec tuning fork that has the 
power to recreate any flavour its user has ever tasted. But when an evil 
chef uses the fork to create a deadly chocolate recipe, and tricks Cass and 
Yo-Yoji into eating it, only Max-Ernest can save the day. 
A taste (or an ‘amuse-bouche’)…Now, in this cold room so far from home, 

she looked down at the Palet d’Or. It was dark to the point of blackness and it had a silky sheen. 
Carefully she nibbled off a corner. And closed her eyes. 
Pseudonymous Bosch is a pseudonym, or as he would prefer to call it (because he is very 
pretentious), a nom de plume. Unfortunately, for reasons he cannot disclose, but which should be 
obvious to anyone foolhardy enough to read this book, he cannot tell you his real name.  
 

 

Katy Cannon  Love, Lies and Lemon Pies   Stripes   
978-1847154897        For 12+ 

This debut YA novel from Katy Cannon, is the perfect summer read for fans 
of Sarah Dessen and Louise Rennison. With a Bake Club recipe at the start 
of each chapter, this book perfectly captures the current appetite for all 
things baking! Since her dad died, life hasn't been the same for Lottie. 
When the school suggests she joins Bake Club to get her back on track, 
Lottie reluctantly agrees. The alternative - the school paying her mum a 

home visit - is not an option. But Lottie's uncertainty about Bake Club melts away as she rekindles 
her love of baking and gets caught up with Mac, school rebel and another unwilling Bake Club 
member. As the end-of-year Bake Off approaches, the tension rises.  
A taste…  ‘I guess cars are more your sort of thing than cakes.’ I poured in the vanilla extract and the 
beaten egg, then waved a hand to tell him to mix again. It was like having my very own, gorgeous, 
human KitchenAid. 
Katy Cannon was born in the United Arab Emirates, grew up in North Wales and now lives in 
Hertfordshire, which is rather flat and green by comparison. Katy loves to bake, but isn't very good 
at following recipes. She writes for all ages, from picture books right up to YA. 
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Ross Collins   Cheesemares Barrington Stoke/Little 
Gems  978-1781121917   For 7+ 

Hal is determined to get to the bottom of his terrifying cheesemares in 
this hilarious comedy for younger readers. He is convinced there is a 
connection between his well-loved cheesy snacks and the horrible 
nightmares he keeps having. He sets off to solve his cheesemares, but 
will he ever escape from the horrors of The Evil House of Cheese?   
Quality cream paper and an easy to read font give a smooth read for all. 

Ross Collins was born in Glasgow and graduated from the Glasgow School of Art with a first in 
illustration, winning the Macmillan Children's Book Prize the same year. He has illustrated over 100 
children's books and lives in Glasgow. 
A taste… ‘Evil cheese made with our evil milk will soon be rolled out…around the WORLD!’ The 
Contessa began to laugh. It was not a nice laugh. 
 

 

Gillian Cross      The Cupcake Wedding     
Barrington Stoke  978-1781122136 
When Holly's sister announces her engagement, wedding planning begins 
in earnest. But a tight budget means missing out on some wedding 
essentials - like the cake! Holly decides to put her baking skills to the test 
and surprise the happy couple with 1000 cupcakes! Particularly suitable for 
struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers. 
A taste…  When the cakes were cooked, Holly and Poppy went round to all 

the houses to decorate them. Holly piped pink and white icing on top of them. Poppy added flowers 
and butterflies and silver balls.  They looked beautiful. 
Gillian Cross has been writing children's books for over thirty years.  She won the Carnegie Medal 
for Wolf and the Smarties Prize and the Whitbread Children's Novel Award for The Great Elephant 
Chase.  
 

 

Jane Elson    A Room Full of Chocolate  
Hodder   978-1444916751          For 9+ 
Grace's fun-loving Mum has found a lump and Grace’s world falls apart 
when she is sent to live with her grumpy old granddad on his Yorkshire farm 
while her mother goes into hospital.  Grace misses her so much it hurts - 
and things go from bad to worse at school when she becomes the bullies' 
latest target. But she is no longer alone when she meets Rainbow Girl 

Megan and with Megan's help, she hatches a plan to see her mum, that involves chocolate Easter 
eggs and a risky ID swap. But it's all worth it if it means that she finally gets to see her ...  
A taste…  ‘TOMORROW I HAVE TO FIND MY MUM. I will give her the Quality Street Easter Egg with 
her favourite strawberry creams to help her feel better. I WILL NOT EAT ANY OF THEM. MUM CAN 
HAVE THEM ALL.’ 
Jane Elson was an actress and comedy improviser for many years, before writing stories and plays. 
A Room Full of Chocolate was her first book for children.  Jane also runs creative writing and 
comedy improvisation workshops for children with special educational needs.  
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Sally Grindley Bitter Chocolate     Bloomsbury    
978-0747595021 
Pascal's life is like any other boy's as he worries about his English classes and 
his football skills - until the day rebels come to his village.On the run with 
friends, Pascal finds himself at the mercy of some tough events. When he 
ends up working in a cocoa plantation he realises he must try to find his 
family and set himself free of his enslavement. Supported by his friend, 

Kojo, brave and determined Pascal has a difficult battle ahead. 
A taste…  Neither of the boys ever slept well, regardless of how hard they worked during the day, 
regardless of the long hours they spent toiling under the baking sun. None of them slept well, for 
there were ten other boys sharing the decrepit outhouse that passed as their home. It was hot and 
filthy and airless.  
Sally Grindley lives in Cheltenham. She has been involved with children's books nearly all her 
working life, as editor of the children's book club Books for Children, and as a children's author. Her 
book Spilled Water won a Smarties Gold Medal. 
 

 

Rupert Kingfisher  Madame Pamplemousse and her 
Incredible Edibles Bloomsbury  978-0747592303 
Madame Pamplemousse is the story of Madeleine, forced to work in her 
unpleasant uncle's restaurant, The Squealing Pig. She comes across a 
marvellous shop, run by Madame Pamplemousse, which is quiet, discreet, 
yet full of delicious and otherworldly 'edibles' such as Pterodactyl Bacon, 
and Great Squid Tentacle in Jasmine-Scented Jelly. They develop a quiet 

comradeship and together create some wonderful culinary magic.  
A taste…  She took a baguette, still warm from the oven, and carefully broke the seal of the jar 
containing the strange green substance. She spread some thinly on to a piece of bread and handed 
it to the Head Chef.  ‘Here,’ she said. ‘Eat this – it will make you feel better.’ 
Rupert Kingfisher began writing as a child, inspired by French cartoon books, like Tintin and Asterix. 
He has written three books about Madame Pamplemousse, and several stage and radio plays. 
 

 

 Philip Reeve and Sarah McIntyre   Cakes in Space   OUP   
978-0192734563 
Astra's family are all asleep aboard their spaceship, but Astra is WIDE AWAKE. 
With her robot friend, Pilbeam, she goes exploring to find the ship is in deep 
trouble - knocked off course and invaded by Poglites, an alien salvage crew 
searching for spoonage (they just LOVE collecting spoons)! But then they 
discover something far more sinister lurking in the canteen.  

Sure, they're cakes! but no one would describe them as sweet.  
Philip Reeve won several children’s book prizes with his Mortal Engines series, and Here Lies Arthur 
won the prestigious 2008 CILIP Carnegie Medal. Philip is also a talented illustrator.  
Writer and illustrator Sarah McIntyre burst out of Camberwell College of the Arts in the summer of 
2007. Her picture book work includes Morris the Mankiest Monster by Giles Andreae, and You Can't 
Eat a Princess! by Gillian Rogerson. She tries to post a drawing or review an event on her blog every 
day: www.jabberworks.co.uk  

http://www.jabberworks.co.uk/
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Kaye Umansky The Wickedest Witch in the World   
Barrington Stoke    978-1781122013 
At last Old Maggit has won the Wickedest Witch Contest! She decorated 
her house with sweets to entice in a brother and sister, then locked one in 
the wood-shed, and made the other her slave. Well, that's what she put on 
the application form. The truth is a little - different! Brilliant revision of the 
Hansel and Gretel fairytale. Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant 
and dyslexic readers of 8+ 

A taste…  A sweet house has its downsides, to tell the truth. Small forest animals and insects tend to 
get stuck to it…The birds pecked off all the red Smarties, for some reason. But at least the sun didn’t 
shine, so the roof didn’t melt. 
Kaye Umansky trained as a teacher, and has written many children's novels and picture books 
including the Pongwiffy books. She lives in London.  

 
 

More sweet reading    
 
 
AUTHOR 

TITLE PUBLISHER ISBN 

Picture Books    

Lauren Child I Will Never Not Ever Eat a Tomato! Orchard 978-1846168864 

Lucy Coats 
Chris Mould 

Captain Beastlie’s Pirate Party Nosy Crow 978-0857631121 

Tracey Corderoy 
 Steven Lenton 

Shifty McGifty and Slippery Sam Nosy Crow 978-0857631466 

Elys Dolan Nuts in Space Nosy Crow 978-0857633224 

Charlie Higson 
Mark Chambers 

Freddy and the Pig Red Squirrel 978-1781123737 

Russell Hoban Bread and Jam for Frances HarperTrophy 978-0060838003 

Jill Murphy The Large Family: A Piece of Cake Walker 978-1844285266 

Margret Rey Curious George Goes to a 
Chocolate Factory 

Walker 978-1406300383 

Posy Simmonds Lulu and the Chocolate Wedding Red Fox 978-0099451167 

Andrew Weale 
Ben Cort 

NORA  
The girl who ate and ate and ate… 

Andersen 978-1849393829 

Jeanne Willis 
Korky Paul 

The Rascally Cake Andersen 978-1842707173 

    

Fiction    

Cathy Cassidy The Chocolate Box Girls – series, 
including Sweet Honey 

Puffin  
978-0141341569 

Patrick Skene Catling The Chocolate Touch HarperTrophy 978-0688161330 

Gillian Cross The Mystery of the Man  
with the Black Beard 

Barrington Stoke 978-1781123591 

Christopher William Hill The Woebegone Twins Orchard 978-1408314562 
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Caroline Lawrence The Poisoned Honey Cake 
(Roman Mystery Scrolls) 

Orion 978-1444004564 

Linda Lowery The Chocolate Tree Millbrook Press 978-1580138512 

Tamara Macfarlane Amazing Esme and the Sweetshop 
Circus 

Hodder 978- 034099943 
 

Daisy Meadows Clara the Chocolate Fairy Scholastic 978-0545605342 

Michael Morpurgo Hansel and Gretel Walker 978-1406326208 

Kate Saunders The Whizz Pop Chocolate Shop Marion Lloyd  978-1407129860 

Robert Kimmel Smith Chocolate Fever Puffin 978-0142405956 

    

Poetry    

Jill Bennett  (comp.) 
Nick Sharratt 

Tasty Poems OUP 978-0192763242 

John Foster (comp.) Twinkle Twinkle Chocolate Bar OUP 978-0192755810 

Michael Rosen 
Quentin Blake 

Quick, Let’s Get Out of Here! 
(with the poem Chocolate Cake) 

Puffin 978-0140317848 

 
 
 
 


